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About This Game

THE LORE

You are one of the most bloodthirsty criminals in the galaxy. The number of your victims is almost more than people hanged for
the betrayal of the Empire. They caught you, and it seems that you definitely will face death penalty. But the corrupt galactic

system gives you a second chance. The Emperor, for his personal pleasure, starts hosting galactic games of survival among the
most bloodthirsty killers, and the people who are even worse: democratic rebels.

For that purpose, they built up a huge network of rooms filled with deadly traps.

A manic smile appears on your face, because you know that the most deadly thing in the universe is you. Take part in the HALF
DEAD 2 and show what you're capable of!

KEY FEATURES

Co-op and PvP game modes

Futuristic network of rooms

A bunch of deadly traps in each room
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Weapons to kill each other and protective equipment

Up to 16 players playing with you on the same map

Character customization

Multiple floors
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Title: HALF DEAD 2
Genre: Action, Adventure, Massively Multiplayer, Early Access
Developer:
Room710Games
Publisher:
Room710Games
Franchise:
Half Dead
Release Date: 1 Mar, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1 64bit

Processor: Intel Core i3

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 560 / AMD Radeon HD 6870 / Laptop NVIDIA GTX 860M or MX150

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 3 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

Additional Notes: Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

English,Russian,French,German,Dutch,Japanese,Simplified
Chinese,Thai,Danish,Italian,Czech,Swedish,Hungarian,Norwegian,Korean,Portuguese,Greek,Polish,Romanian,Traditional
Chinese,Turkish,Ukrainian
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Awesome game! I was not expecting to see a ray tracing setting for RTX cards so I was pleasantly surprised! You can easily
watch ray tracing just work, its pretty cool!. Looking for a hilarious game for cheap? This game is perfect for you. The game
get's repetetive quickly, but for the price I find it fair.. Half Dead 2 is an excellent and vastly superior sequel in every way
possible. More traps, more modes (including a unique and fun battle royale style carnage mode), a progression system where
players earn clothing for doing well, and much more variety overall.

A unified team is typically essential to surviving the multiple floors of impending death, but with a little bit of luck and
patience, a solo player can also reach the end. This journey is both tense and hilarious. Watching an overconfident player get
locked in a room with sharks or killer teddy bears is a riot, and one I loved more and more each time. It's fun no matter the
outcome, and I think that speaks volumes about the overall quality.

There is an amazing foundation here. Half Dead 2 in Early Access is already leagues better than Half Dead 1 full release. I can't
wait to see what the developer adds. Worth the buy!. Very very good. Cheap as chips.
Takes everything that was great about the first one and improves in all areas.
These games are solid stupid fun.
Try to escape alone, with friends, or with randoms. The perfect game to play when you have some spare time or in between
other games.. This is a great game to screw around with friends but, the combat system complete trash and the game's content
gets boring after an hour or two which could be fixed with Steam workshop/modding support.
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Shoe Throwing Simulator 2. Only downside is the BR crap tbh. It's fun solo and with friends. But either fix the BR or dont do it
at all tbh.
All in all, its really fun and funny as well. Stupid fun basically.. For the price of $5 the game is awesome. Nice variety of traps
and death rooms, good use of team work as you only get two shoes to test a room and it helps to have others with you, the game
runs great and provides a while of entertainment. Gonna enjoy seeing what else is added over the year but for the price tag of $5
it is 100% well worth the buy. Recommend it to anyone looking for a game to play with friends.. Its a really fun game. HALFD
EADHALFDEADHALFDEADHALFDEADHALFDEADHALFDEADHALFDEADHALFDEADHALFDEADHALFDEAD
HALFDEADHALFDEADHALFDEADHALFDEADHALFDEADHALFDEADHALFDEADHALFDEADHALFDEADHALF
DEADHALFDEADHALFDEADHALFDEADHALFDEADHALFDEADHALFDEADHALFDEADHALFDEADHALFDEA
DHALFDEADHALFDEADHALFDEAD. so much fun with friends, love private carnage and just trying to survive. imagine 16
player carnage. it be amazing but I don't have that many friends xD. This is a great game inspired by the cube movies and its
fun.
Lacks team chat to type for players without microphone althoug. my headset did not work with this game would not
recommend.
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